In this paper, the speech signal is enhanced from the noisy speech signal using the proposed Least Mean Square (LMS) adaptive noise reduction algorithm. In this, the speech signal is enhanced by varying the step size as the function of the input signal. Objective and subjective measures are made under various noises for the proposed and existing algorithms. From the experimental results, it is seen that the proposed LMS adaptive noise reduction algorithm reduces Mean square Error (MSE) as compared to the earlier method under various noise conditions with different input SNR levels. In addition, the proposed spectral subtraction method improves the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) as compared to that of various existing LMS adaptive noise reduction algorithms. From these experimental results, it is observed that the proposed LMS adaptive noise reduction algorithm reduces the speech distortion and residual noise as compared to existing methods.
Introduction
The hearing impaired people experience great difficulties to communicate in the noisy environment. For these applications, hearing aid technology is used to increase the speech signal quality and reduce the hearing loss. In this technology, speech enhancement methods are widely used to reduce the noise and to enhance speech signal quality with the acceptable hearing loss. Some of the speech enhancement algorithms are Spectral subtractive method, Subspace algorithm, Wiener filtering and Adaptive Filtering etc., are used for these applications.
In spectral subtraction method, the speech signal is enhanced by subtracting the estimated noise spectrum from the noisy speech spectrum. It has low complexity but it produces more residual noise [4] [9] [12] . Subspace algorithm is a non parametric linear estimate of the unknown clean speech signal. This method maintains better balance between speech distortion and residual noise. But it has high complexity and needs pre whitening before actual noise reduction [2] . In Wiener filtering (WF) method, the noise signal is removed by applying the signal through wiener filter. This results the speech signal suppression in the frequency domain and the phase spectrum of noisy signal is not processed [1] [5] .
In order to overcome the shortcomings in the wiener filter, the adaptive filter is proposed in which it is used to estimate the gradient vector from the available noisy data. LMS adaptive algorithm is an iterative procedure that makes corrections to the weight vector in the direction of the negative of the gradient vector which eventually leads to the minimum mean square error. It does not require the statistics of the clean speech and noise signals [7] .
In Block LMS (BLMS) algorithm, the filter coefficients are updated only once for each block of data which reduce the computational requirements. But, it introduces the speech distortion [11] . Filtered-X LMS (FxLMS) is used to reduce the effect due to secondary path in adaptive noise control applications. Convergence of this algorithm is much faster than other algorithms but it produces the tolerant mean square error [6] [8] . Normalized LMS (NLMS) algorithm is potentially fast converging one as compared to other LMS algorithms but it produces more residual noise [3] [10] .
In order to reduce the mean square error and provide better convergence, the modified LMS adaptive algorithm is proposed in this paper. In this method, the trade-off between the convergence and MSE can be achieved by selecting the step size μ as the function of time varying one. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes about the LMS adaptive noise algorithm and the proposed LMS adaptive noise reduction algorithm is described in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates the experimental results of subjective and objective measures of the existing and proposed algorithms and Section 5 gives the conclusion of this paper.
LMS Adaptive Algorithm
In Adaptive filters, the filter coefficients adjust themselves to achieve the desired
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result such as identifying an unknown system or cancelling noise in the input signal. In conventional LMS algorithm, the estimate of expectation is replaced by the sample mean. The weight update equation for this LMS algorithm is described by, w w μe n x n where, x n is the input signal, y n is the adaptive filter output and it is defined as, y n w x n and μ is the step size or convergence parameter. The error signal e n can be generated by the output of the digital filter y n subtracted from the desired (reference) signal d n is given by, e n d n y n The LMS algorithm is the most popular adaptive algorithm and its performance is dependent on the filter order, signal condition and convergence parameter (μ). The condition which is important for the convergence criterion and the convergence factor of LMS algorithm must be chosen in the range is given by, 0 μ 2 λ where, λ is the largest eigen value of the correlation matrix Rx of the input signal.
Proposed LMS algorithm for Noise Reduction
In NLMS algorithm, the magnitude of the enhanced signal is altered due to norm ‖. ‖ value in the weight update equation. This increases the mean square error. To reduce this error, the step size for this proposed method is described as, 2
where, M is the order of the filter and , is selected in the range 0 1, 0 2 respectively in which it is converged to its solution. The weight updating is given by, 2
Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance of the proposed LMS adaptive noise reduction algorithm is compared with the existing BLMS, FxLMS and NLMS algorithms. For the evaluation, the input noisy signal is taken from the NOIZEUS database for various noise environments such as: airport, car, babble, exhibition, restaurant, street, station and train noises. The different input SNR (0dB, 5dB, 10dB and 15dB) levels are used throughout the evaluation of the existing and proposed algorithms. Table 2 shows the performance comparison of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) for the BLMS, FxLMS and NLMS and proposed LMS adaptive noise reduction algorithms for the various noises. From these experimental results, it is observed that the proposed LMS adaptive noise reduction algorithm improves the PSNR as 5.2% to 15.4%, 2.3% to 10.8% and 0.5% to 8.2% as compared to that of BLMS, FxLMS and NLMS algorithms respectively.
Time domain plot of the clean speech, noisy speech and enhanced speech signals by the existing and proposed LMS adaptive noise reduction algorithms for the train noise at 0dB level are shown in Fig 1. From this plot, it is seen that the proposed method produces the enhanced speech signal is closer to the original clean speech as compared to that of existing BLMS, FxLMS and NLMS algorithms. This result improves the speech signal quality and intelligibility of the enhanced speech signal.
Conclusions
In this paper, the modified LMS adaptive noise reduction algorithm is proposed for enhancing the speech signal. The simulation is carried out under for the various noises with different input SNR (0dB, 5dB, 10dB and 15dB) levels, namely airport, babble, station, exhibition, restaurant, car, street and train noises for the proposed and existing algorithms. From the experimental results, it is observed that the proposed that the proposed noise reduction algorithm increases 0. compared to that of the various existing algorithms under various noises with different input SNR levels. From the above evaluated results, it is observed that the proposed LMS adaptive noise reduction algorithm improves the speech signal quality and intelligibility as compared to the existing methods. In addition, it reduces speech distortion and residual noise in enhanced speech signal.
